Considerations Regarding the Evolution of Hawaiian Animals
WILLIAM A. GOSLIN El
INTEREST IN THE BIOTAS of oceanic islands is because at the present time they are the subject
of long standing. There are several reasons for of an intensive continuing investigati on (Zimthe continuing interest. One is the possibility merman , et al., 1948-; Spieth, 1966: 246).
that insular evolution may in some respects Rather, I shall emphasize the evolutionary probrepresent a small-scale model of what has oc- lems of three Hawaiian animal groups : the incurred on continents. Another is that, despite shore fishes, the achatinellid land snails, and
all the work on the subject, the "hows" and the drepaniid finches. As an introduction to the
the "whys" of insular evolution remain inade- problems involved the evolutionary status of
quately answered. Finally, there is the realiza- these three groups in Hawaii is summarized
tion that , with the rapid decimation of native briefly.
The Hawaiian inshore fishes (Gosline, 1958;
insular habitats , it will soon be imp ossible to
study many aspects of the subject (Hubbell, Gosline and Brock, 1960) form part of a
marine biota that is essentially similar to, but
1967) .
The general field of evolution in oceanic ani- somewhat impoverished, as compared with that
mals has been reviewed many times, most re- of the Central Pacific islands to the south and
cently by Miller (1966) and Carlquist (1 965). west. There are few conspicuous gaps in the
Zimmerman's summary (1948) for the Ha- Hawaiian marine biota, and , of those that do
waiian terrestrial forms is classic. Here, I shall occur, at least one-the coral genus Acroporadeal with only certain facets of the subject, and was present in Hawaiian waters in the past
I shall cite only those references from the tre- (Menard, Allison and Durham, 1962) . There:
mendous literature most pertinent to the matter seems to be a more or less constant infiltration
at hand . This selective method of presentation of non -resident species into the Hawaiian
has serious faults , but any attempt to be compre- marine biota today, some of which have behensive would seem only to obscure the thre ads come established (Doty, 1961), while some
of thought that it is the purpose of the paper have not (Brock, 1948). Intentional introductions of purely marine forms into Hawaiian
to present.
waters have been mostly unsuccessful. (By conRecently, in writing of land plants, Carltrast, a number of int roductions into areas of
quist (1966 :433) has spoken of an "insular
reduced salinity, e.g., Kaneohe Bay on Oahu ,
syndrome of interrelated evolutionary phehave done quite well.) One of the few that has
nomena." Insofar as Hawaiian animals are consucceeded, the "Marquesan sardine," has spread
cerned, what is more striking to me is the dithroughout the waters of the high Hawaiian
versity of evolutionary results. Such variations
Islands in a matter of a few years (Murphy,
occur not only between groups but within some
1960). Endemism above the species level
groups as well. For example the evolution of
among Hawaiian fishes is dubious. However,
the Hawaiian drepaniid finches has been very
about one third of the inshore species are repdifferent from that of the sea birds.
resented by endemic forms. These can usually
This diversity of evolutionary results could be distinguished fr om Centr al Pacific counterbe exemplified fr om various animals groups , parts in 100% of the individuals (for some
most notably insects. However, I shall not deal exceptions, see Gosline, 1955). Aside from a
with Hawaiian insects at any length, primarily few expected correlations between morphologibecause of unfamiliarity with them but also cal traits and the relatively cool Hawaiian water
temperatures (see, for example, Strasburg ,
1 Department of Zoology, Uni versity of Hawaii,
1955), the morphological characters by which
Hon olulu, Hawaii 96822 . Manuscript received June
the Hawaiian endemics differ from their Cen13, 1967.
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tral Pacific counterparts appear to be of a random nature. Within any family of fishes represented in Hawaii, the endemic forms are
often the most abundant.
In striking contrast with the Hawai ian
marine biota, the native terrestrial biota is
highl y disharmonic or unbal anced. Great
gr oups of animals, e.g., the amphibians, were
completely unrepresented, wherea s others, e.g.,
the land snails and drepaniids, proliferated
greatly. N ot only new H awaiian species, but
also new genera and famili es evolved. Among
the achatinellid land snails, the genus Achatinella is restr icted to the island of Oahu, but
some 100 allopatric forms have been described.
N o relationship between the peculiarities of
these forms and the environment they inhabit
has .ever been demonstrated. The drepaniid
finches seem to have evolved in quite a different
way. The y inh abited all of the major islands
of the Hawaiian chain and some of the smaller
islands as well. The most notable differentati on
within the gro up is in beak shape, which is
associated with feeding habit s ( Baldwin,
1953). Several different drepaniids were often
sympatric.
One of the main differences between the
terrestrial and marine environments in Hawaii
is in the amount of change caused by man.
The terrestrial environment has been largely
transformed , in part directly by man via agriculture, etc., but perhaps more by the indirect
effect of animals and plants which man has
introduced, intentionally or unintentionally.
Many of these introductions have now replaced
or are replacing the native biota and are directly
or indirectly responsible for the restriction or
extinction of native forms.
With this brief backgro und, the question of
evolutionary processes will be discussed.
Basic to the evolution ( or lack of it) that
will occur on any island is the matter of which
organisms are there and which are not. T o
exist, an organism must first arrive, and it then
must find an environment in which it can survive and reproduce. Both of these aspects depend in part on the isolation of the islandnot isolation in terms of geograph ical-physical
barrier s alone, but in terms of these in relation
to the ability of the organism to cross them.
The day when isolation could be considered
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a causal factor has long since passed. H owever,
that it is a p owerful controlling factor is generally recognized. This control acts in two related ways. First, it determines which organisms
will get to an island and which will not. The
selectivity of this filtering factor will increase
with increasing isolation and hence will determine in part the extent to which the island
biota resembles its parental biota. The greater
the difference between these two biotas, the
gr eater will be the change in biological selection pressures on any organism arriving on the
island . This p oint will be discussed later.
Second , any species that establishes itself on
an island should , at least for a while, be preserved fr om contamination by gene flow fr om
the parental populati on. If the recent introduction to H awaii of numerous species (e .g., the
Marquesan sardine , the African snail, the
garden spider, etc.) is any criterion, the initial
immigrants can build up a popul ation of millions of indi viduals in a few years. Beyond th is
point contamination from gene flow from a
few subsequent immigr ants will probably have
little effect (Gosline, 1958) . There are, however, certain imp ortant except ions to th is statement. If, in the process of building up a population fr om initial immigrants, the population
becomes debilitated in some way or loses its
ability to cope with diseases or parasites which
later immigrants may bring with them , then
subsequent immigration may matter a great
deal.
Of factors actually causing insular evolution
only two will be considered. On e is natural
selection, and the other the series of features
associated with small population size.
It is generally agreed that differentation pr oceeds more rapidly in animal popul ations on
small islands than on large ones. The question
is : to what extent is this caused by differences
in the selective forces on small islands, and to
what extent to factors associated directly with
small p opulation sizes. A rather large body of
data suggests that many of the peculiarities of
small-island forms are not dire ctly selected by
the enviroment. Tw o examples will suffice.
D owdeswell and Ford ( 1953 and elsewhere)
have shown th at on the larger islands of the
Scilly group the spotting on the wing of the
butterfly M alliola [urtina remains about as it
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is on the adjacent Cornish mainland. On the cultures of Drosoph ila melanogaster. After a
small islands of the group, however, the num- dozen or more generati ons some degree of
ber of spots on the wing of the females not DDT resistance began to be built up in both
only varies from island to island, but increases lines. But, as judged from crossbreeding exon some and decreases on others. Second , Mer- per iments, the resistance had been built up
tens (1934:116) has pointed out that the same differently in the two lines. King (195 5:314)
island may contain a dwarf form of one reptile states: "The manner in which a line could reand a giant form of another. It would be dif- spond to selection was to some extent deterficult to postulate environmental factors that mined by the genetic nature of the sample from
which it started , and having started along one
would select animals in these ways.
If small-popul ation forces are to be postu- certain road, it kept on. The inevitable samlated for such differences, three possibilities pling error which occurs when a line is taken
must be considered . The first is the random loss from a larger population is very likely the anof genes which may occur in small populat ions lage of the genetic individuality of the line .
by genetic drift (Wright, 1931, etc.). Such a This is, of course, an example of the principle
factor would presumably be operative in all of genetic drift. . .." The second example is
small populati ons. A special case of genetic that reported on by Dobzhansky and Pavlovdrift is the phen omenon often called founder sky (1 957) . In this experiment ten cultures
effect. Thi s merely expresses the fact that the from a specially developed laboratory stock of
original immigrants to an island are frequently Drosophila psend o-obscura were started with
few in number , and, whether or not they con- 20 flies each and compared after 17 months
stitute a represent ative sample, they can bring with ten other cultures that did not begin with
with them only a small proportion of the alleles a reduced number of individuals . Th ose stocks
present in the parental populati on (see, for which had started with 20 flies showed more
example, Zimmerman, 1948 :122 , 123). The variation than the controls. Again, D obzhansky
third possible small-population factor is what and Pavlovsky conclude ( 1957:316) : "AlMayr ( 1954 ) calls internal selection. In large though the trait studied (g ene arrangement in
populations where each gene often has many the third chromosome) is subject to powerful
alleles those which work best as heterozygotes selection pressure , the outcome of the selection
will tend to be selected; on the other hand , in in the experimental populations is conditioned
small populations there will be a larger prop or- by rand om genetic drift."
tion of homozygotes, and alleles which work
One aspect of these experiments by K ing
best in the homozygotic condition will tend to and by Dobzhansky and Pavlovsky may well be
be selected. Thus some shift in intern al selec- of importance for insular evolution. In both
tion pressure between large and small popula- instances not only were the original samples
tions would be expected.
small, but the selection that was exerted upon
These small-populati on factors, acting per them was far different from the selection of the
se, should affect insular immigrants during natural environment from which the flies came.
those initial stages when the population is still It is as though the samples in the experiments
small ( Fig. 1). But there appears to be no were subjected to an intense selection pressure
known instance in which a change at this stage at right angles to the pressures to which the
has been recorded (d. Mayr, 1954 ). Further- ancestral "wild" forms had presumably adapted
more, it is a generally accep ted dictum that, themselves. Possibly some of the alleles inother things being equal, the older the island tensely selected under the laboratory conditi ons
the greater will be the differentati on in its had been of only peripheral significance to the
biota; this implies continuous, not just initi al, wild stocks and hence variably represented in
change.
them. Such alleles would be more subject to
Then how is the differentation that occurs on sampling error among small founde r populaislands, and more rapidly on small islands, to tions dr awn from the parental stock than those
be explained? King (1955) conducted selec- previously under intense positive selection prestion experiments for DDT resistance on two sure.
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Insular selection pressures (except, perhaps,
for species int roduced by and dependent on
man) are similarly at an angle to those exerted
on the mainland parental form. Insofar as the
island biota is d ifferent from th at whence the
immigr ants came, it is inevitable that the biological selection pressures on island s will differ.
Any immigrant to an island will leave behind
at least some of the predators, competitors,
diseases, and parasites that the parental mainland stock had to cope with. On the other hand
the ini tial immigrants may well have to adapt
to new forms of food, cover, etc. (This will be
less true only in degree if a species arrives by
a series of island hops .)
There is also evidence that selection pressures
on small islands are likely to be more radi cally
different th an they are on large islands. Thus,
on Manana Island, a small outlier of Oahu
without domestic cats, the cat flea (Ctenoceph alid es f elis f elis) has developed an ectoparasitic existen ce on rabbits (Oryctolagus
cllllicltlltS) (Tomich , et al., in pre ss). Again,
in the Balearic Islands off Spain , Eisentraut
(1 949 ) showed that on the smaller outliers the
food of lizards ( Lacerta) differed considerably
from that on the main islands . As the norm al
insect food became more restricted, these lizards
added the norm ally avoided ants to their diets,
and on very small island s ate even flower petals
and young plant shoots.
Eisentraut believed th at this change in diet
had a direct metabolic effect resulting in the
mel anism frequently found in the small-island
populations. To me (d. D owdeswell and Ford ,
1953) it seems more likely that the morphological changes so frequently found in small
poulations are in part the indirect effect of
altered selection pressures working with time
on the, in part randomly, depleted gene pool of
small popul ations. A g radual reintegration of
such a gene pool in response to altered selection pressures would likely involve a change in
phenotypic characters that are not themselves
selected . Such an interpretation (d. Mayr,
1954; D obzhansky and Pavlovsky, 1957) seems
to me to provide the best available explanation
for the often rather heterogene ous differentiating characteristics of insular endemics, e.g.,
H awaiian insh ore fishes.
The main reason why the peculiarities of

Hawaiian endemic fishes cannot, app arently , be
attributed to small -popul ation losses alone is
th at in many instances the Hawaiian endemics
are not characterized by a simple increase in
variability ( as in D obzhansky and Pavlovsky's
flies) but rather by new and fairly constant
characters entirely outside the range of variability of the ancestral populations (as in
King's results) . Presumably such characters
must have arisen through a reintegr ation and/
or evolution from the ancestral genetic system
via direct or ind irect selection. The same reasoning would seem to apply to at least some of
Eisentraut's melanic lizard popul ations.
Judging by personal observation and common kn owled ge concerning recent successful terrestri al int roductions of animals to the Hawaiian
islands (see also Mead, 1961: 180-1 82 ; T omich,
et al., in pres s) , there is often (presumably
following a longer or shor ter period of small
numbers) a tremendous initial build-up and
"overshoot" in popul ation numb er (Fig. 1) .
During my 18 years in Hawaii this has hap-
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FIG. 1. The oretical popul ation size ( above) and
allele variety ( below) plotted against time in a terrestrial anim al that successfully immigrates into the
H awaiian Islands for the first time. A, D ate of
arrival; B, time wh en pop ulation becomes sufficiently
large that small-popul ation genetic factors will per se
cause no further loss of alleles; C, initial peak of
abund ance; and D, subsequent equilibrium. For discussion, see text.
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pened with a garden spider (Argiope appema )
and the giant Af rican snail (Acha tina flt/ica) ,
among the more conspicuous unintentionally
introduced forms. If it can be assumed that this
cycle happened in the past with our "native"
biota, then certain postulates concerning selection pressures would seem to follow.
First , during the period of initia l buildup of
an introduced form , selection pressure must be
very low. (Apparently the other members of the
~.
biota are not initia lly able to cope with or defe nd
themselves fr om the new introduction.) H ow.~.
ever, at some point in the buildup, the p opula. . .. . .~ ..
tion becomes excessive, after which it falls
drastically to a new fluctuating equilibrium well
below the prev ious maximum. The nature of the
factor that sooner or later kills back the initial
overshoot is unkn own in any particular instance.
.... .... .
There is no reason to believe it is the same in all
cases, or that it may not be a combination of
::::- " ,
. . . . . ...
factors. W hat is important to the present argu.
ment is that after a period of relaxed selection
.' ... .
during the population buildup a very severe
selection pressure of some sort appears . Some of
the various possibilities are as follows.
. .. .
First, the animal may eat out the available
'. - .....;.-; '
food supp ly and then die of starvation. This
. .. .
apparently happened to the rabbits introduced
to Lisianski Island ( Bryan, 1942 :192, 193),
and almost but, perhaps significantly, not qui te
...... ....
with the rabbits on Laysan (Warner, 1963 :6,
7; cf. also T omich, et al., in press).
.
On a larger island with a more varied biota
FIG. 2. On a background (dotted contours 's rep a second possible situation might occur after
resentin g Sewall Wright's adaptive peak concept are
the immigrant population had overeaten its shown ( hat ched areas s: above, a theoret ical popul aoriginal food supply . Assume that an immi- tion just before reaching the initi al maximu m (C in
grant adapts itself to an insular food supply as Fig. 1), and below, the same popul ation after an
close as possible to that of its parental stock. equilibrium size had been reached (D in Fig. 1) .
Assume that , having adapted itself to this in- For discussion, see text.
sular food source, the immigrant builds up a drepaniid finches, with their various beak types,
tremendous pop ulation under greatly relaxed in mind .
selection pressure. At some point it will overAnother possibility is that, following the
shoot its new food supp ly and a severe compe- initial pop ulation explosion, some factor other
tition for food will take place. T his selection than food supply develops to keep subsequen t
may preserve the best adapted individuals of numbers low. This could be disease or para the original immig rant type, if enough of the sitism, some change in other environmental
food supp ly is left. It may also preserve those features, or some other factor which would
individuals that have differen tiated fart hest in lower the reprod uctive rate. That the reproducthe direction of adapting to a new food source tive rate may be diminished has been stressed
(Fig. 2) . This theoretical possibility has been by Lack (1954). Lack deals especially with
set up with the evolut ion of the H awaiian changes in egg number in birds. But there is
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another method, in plants at least, by which the
replacement rate may be held in check. Ratten bury (1962: 354) has said of New Zealand
forms:
"Furthermore, the germination of seeds of
many native species is a matter of extreme dif ficulty, as is evidenced by the sporadic appearance of seedlings which often seem to
requi re special conditi ons for their development. Competent nurserymen have experienced
great difficulty in germinating native seeds,
often resorting to p owerful treatments for
breaking the dormancy. In many cases the viable peri od is very short."
Under conditions of severe interspecific competition, a reduction in the repr oduction rate,
however accomplished, would seem to be feasible only to the extent that it enables the species
to raise a greater number of offspring (Lack,
1954) . T o drop below that rate would invite
replacement by competit ors (including p ossible subsequent immigrants of the same species) . If , however, there is very slight
interspecific compet ition, the rep roductive rate
might theoretically fall to and somewhat below
the maximum possible replacement rate with out immediate harm. In my opinion, this is
what seems to have occurred in many forms
among the native terrestrial Hawaiian biota .
If this is true, a species that experien ced essentially no natural selection from inf ra- and inter specific competition during the initial increase
might again avoid natural selection after an
equilibrium had been reached. In the process,
however, the species would of course lose its
aggr essiveness, especially as compared with
subsequently introduced rapidly breeding
forms .
Possible examples of a loss in fertility , apparently before any overpopulation has taken
pl ace, are provided by the Hawaiian hawk (B IIteo solitarillS) and the Hawaiian crow (C orous
tropims) , both of which are, and so far as
known always have been, confined to relatively
small areas of the single island of H awaii. In
view of the general adaptability of related
mainland forms this geographic restriction is
most difficult to explain. Possibly here we have
a "depauperization of biotype" (Hulten, 1937)
arising from small p opulati on effects. Such a
"depauperization" of course could and prob-
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ably often does result in a lowering of reproductive capacity.
Returning finally to the achatinellid snails
of Oahu , it seems obvious fr om the isolation
of many of the colonies of Achatinella (even
before their extensive extermination by the
introduced carnivorous snails Englandina and
Gonaxis; see Krauss, 1964) that they were not
spreading. Presumably they can only have been
developed fr om some more "aggressive" ancestral form (and/ or a less dissected topography than exists today) . But given the more
recent isolation in separate colonies there seems
to be no reason why, in the absence of further
gene flow, each colony should not evolve in its
own way as do so many other small populations, particularly land snails. A basically similar provisional hypothesis has been advanced
by Carson (1966 :405 ) to explain the formation of Hawaiian species of Drosophilidae.
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